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 To project the future of your natal chart, simply place the planets from one of your birth charts into the Bhava Sandhis chart
and then calculate the Sandhis. For example, if the Sun is in the house of Fortuna in the upper (horary) sandhis, then you are

currently favored to succeed. If the Sun is in the lower (finesse) sandhis, you are currently being disadvantaged in terms of your
prospects. I am most interested in the influence of Mars, Jupiter, Saturn and Pluto. Just for fun I would like to compute an
astrology (Jupiternian) Sandhis of Carl Jung. His planet placement is always so insightful, but I have never seen a chart in

sandhis form. Please consider Jung's chart below: You will find that Venus is in the jug instead of being in the rect. The upper
sandhi is a little fuzzy but is clear enough for my purposes. The lower sandhi is clear in the rect and I am having a hard time

imagining what house the planets are placed in in the lower sandhi. If it were me, I would put Mars in the 2nd cusp, Saturn in
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the 5th, Jupiter in the 6th and Pluto in the 2nd. Considerations: A small but potentially significant difference between the Bhava
and the Jupiternian Sandhis charts is that a house represents "area of influence" (the square is the area of influence of the
house). A Bhava Sandhis is made up of the house cusps of the planets in your birth chart, not their areas of influence. For

example, the house cusp of the Sun, Moon and Saturn forms the rect of the chart, and the area of influence of Saturn is not
contained within the rect but rather runs from the Ascendant to the Descendant. To compute a Jupiternian Sandhis, you would
place the planet in its area of influence, not in the rect. If you use the Jupiternian Sandhis, you can calculate the likelihood of a
future event occurring. If I was studying, for example, the charts of someone who was very successful and I was trying to figure

out what was going to happen in their chart, I would use the Jupiternian Sandhis. References Further reading
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